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Abstract—Near-Capacity Multi-user Network-coding (NCMN)
based systems operating in multiple modes and relying on
an amalgamated Irregular Convolutional Code, a Unity-Rate
Code and M-ary Phase-Shift Keying are proposed. We consider
a multiuser network in which the users cooperatively trans-
mit their independent information to a common base station
(BS). Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts were used
for designing the proposed NCMN scheme for the sake of
approaching the Discrete-input Continuous-output Memoryless
Channel’s (DCMC) capacity. The NCMN systems are capable of
simultaneously exploiting the advantages of all the new modes we
designed for our system and those of the conventional mode. The
design principles presented in this contribution can be extended
to a vast range of NCMN based systems using arbitrary channel
coding schemes.
Index Terms—
I. INTRODUCTION
N
ETWORK coding is a recent data transport paradigm
[2], [3] that was introduced from an information-
theoretic perspective in [4]. Since then, network coding has
penetrated various ﬁelds, including channel coding, wireless
communications, computer networks, switching theory, cryp-
tography, data storage and computer science [2], [5].
Network coding [4] has been shown to be capable of
increasing the achievable throughput, while minimising both
the amount of energy by optimising the allocation of the
transmit power of each user [6] as well as delay of packets
travelling through the network employing rateless random
network codes [7]. Dynamic Network Codes (DNC) were
proposed by Xiao et al. [8]–[11], where each of the M users
broadcasts a single Information Frame (IF) of its own both
to the Base Station (BS) and to the other users during the
ﬁrst Time Slot (TS). Then, during the 2nd to the (M)th
TS, each user transmits to the BS (M − 1) nonbinary linear
combinations of those particular IFs that were successfully
decoded.
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Generalised Dynamic Network Codes (GDNC) were pro-
posed in [12], [13] by interpreting the design problem as
being equivalentto that of designing linear block codes deﬁned
over GF(q) for erasure correction. The authors of [12], [13]
extended the original Dynamic Network Code (DNC) concept
presented in [9]–[11] by allowing each user to broadcast
several IFs (as opposed to a single IF in [9]–[11]) IFs of its
own during the Broadcast Phase (BP) via orthogonal channels,
as well as to transmit several nonbinary linear combinations,
which are also considered as Parity Frames (PFs), during the
Cooperative Phase (CP) via orthogonal channels.
T¨ uchler and Hagenauer proposed the employment of Ir-
regular Convolutional Codes (IrCCs) [14], [15] for serially
concatenated schemes, which are constituted by a family of
convolutional codes having different rates, in order to design a
near-capacity system. They were speciﬁcally designed with the
aid of Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts conceived
for analysing the convergence properties of iterative decoding
aided concatenated coding schemes [16].
As a further advance, it was shown in [17] that a recursive
Unity-Rate Code (URC) having an inﬁnite impulse response
is capable of efﬁciently spreading the available extrinsic in-
formation across the entire iterative receiver chain. This URC
may be employed as an intermediate code, in order to improve
the attainable decoding converg e n c e .T h eU R Cm a yb ev i e w e d
as a precoder invoked for creating a serially concatenated inner
code component having an inﬁnite impulse response in order
to reach the (1,1) point in the EXIT chart and hence to achieve
an inﬁnitesimally low Bit Error Ratio (BER) [18], as detailed
in [19]. For example, a near-capacity Irregular Convolutional
Coded (IrCC)-URC-M-ary Phase-Shift Keying (IrCC-URC-
MPSK) scheme may be designed for the sake of approaching
the achievable channel capacity.
Additionally, implementing iterative decoding exchanging
extrinsic information between channel coding and network
coding is capable of improving the system’s performance.This
idea has been studied in [20], [21]. However, extending our
knowledge acquired from [20], [21] to iterative decoding in
the context of our scenario considering multiple-relays/users1
leads to an extremely high complexity, rendering the adoption
of a joint channel-network code design impractical. This
conclusion was also suggested by Iscan and Hausl in [22].
Alternatively, the inter-operation of channel- and network-
1In our scenario, each user itself plays a role as a relay, hence our model
has multiple-users and multiple-relays.
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coding may be exploited to provide an improved performance,
as suggested in [23]. We further develop this philosophy for
the case of employing a practical near-capacity scheme, rather
than an ideal/perfect capacity-approaching channel code.
Furthermore, provided that reliable error detection is
achieved, the random linear network coding regime of [24]
can also be invoked for overcoming the quasi-static fading
experienced by the system, in order to approach the attainable
capacity, when the Galois ﬁeld size of the network coding
coefﬁcients is sufﬁciently large.
Against this background, the novel contribution of this
article is that a practical near-capacity channel coding scheme
is designed with the aid of EXIT charts for the sake of
supporting cooperative communications employing our multi-
mode network coding based system. More speciﬁcally:
1) A near-capacity coded modulation scheme is conceived
for the proposed network-coding based system, in order
to achieve a good performance. The near-capacity coded
modulation scheme is designed with the aid of EXIT
charts by considering both the effects of the quasi-static
fading as well as of the small-scale Rayleigh fading in
our channel model.
2) We formulated the complementary Cumulative Distribu-
tion Function (CDF) F(SNRr|R) of the SNR for char-
acterising the Discrete-input Continuous-output Memo-
ryless Channel (DCMC) employing MPSK. Based on
F(SNRr|R), we deﬁned and formulated the outage
capacity of the coded modulation scheme corresponding
to different outage probability values ε. This outage
capacity is then employed for formulating the best-case
performance bounds of both a single link as well as of
our Near-Capacity Multi-user Network-coding (NCMN)
based system.
3) Based on the upper bound and lower bound formu-
lae conceived in [25] for a coherent Continuous-input
Continuous-output Memoryless Channel (CCMC) based
network coding aided system, we devise formulae for
calculating the FER performance bounds and for quanti-
fying the diversity order of the NCMN system operating
in the conventional mode deﬁned in [12], [13]. These
boundsguide our network coding design as well as assist
us in estimating the FER performanceof the NCMN sys-
tem without running extremely time-consuming Monte-
Carlo simulations.
4) The adaptive modes of our system are devised by
appropriately adapting the philosophy suggested in [23]
for our realistic coding scheme, in order to jointly treat
channel coding and network coding. The performance
bounds corresponding to the adaptive modes are also
derived.
5) We propose to include the full-diversity mode for im-
proving the attainable diversity gain of our system by
extending the idea suggested in [26] for a network
coding aided system relying on an idealised channel
coding scheme operating exactly at the CCMC capacity.
We then formulate the performance bound of the system
operating in the full-diversity mode.
6) We also propose an additional random network coding
layer in order to allow our system to have a three-layer
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Fig. 1. Outage capacity of DCMC for the cases of employing the BPSK
and the QPSK modulation schemes.
coding architecture, which may facilitate the further
improvement of our system’s performance.
7) We introduced a novel family of multi-mode NCMN-
based systems that is capable of simultaneously exploit-
ing the advantages of all the modes available in our
system.
The rest of this article is organised as follows. The outage
probabilities are derived for determining the outage capacity in
Section II. Then, our system model is portrayed in Section III,
detailing the coding layers as well as the operational principle
of all of its modes. The bounds of the system’s outage
probability corresponding to the various modes are derived
in Section IV. In Section V, we present appropriate design
procedures for both our near-capacity IrCC-URC-MPSK ar-
rangement and for network coding. Our performance results
are discussed in Section VI, before offering our conclusions
in Section VII2.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Outage Probability
We consider a single transmission link associated with the
transmitted and received signals of x and y, respectively. The
received signal can be represented as
y = hx + n, (1)
where h = hshf is the complex-valued fading coefﬁcient
that comprises two components, a slow fading (or quasi-
static fading) coefﬁcient hs, which is constant for all symbols
within a frame and a fast fading (small-scale Rayleigh fading)
coefﬁcient hf, which varies on a symbol by symbol basis.
Finally, n is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
process having a variance of N0/2 per dimension.
We refer to C as the maximum achievable transmission
rate of reliable communication supported by this channel. Let
us assume that the transmitter encodes data at a rate of R
bits/s/Hz. If the channel realisation h has a capacity of C|h <
R, the system is declared to be in outage, where the outage
probability is given by:
Pe(R)=Pr{C|h <R } , (2)
2The frequently used acronyms are NCMN (Near-Capacity Multi-user
Network-coding), BS (Base Station), IF (Information Frame), PF (Parity
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Fig. 2. The general architecture of the system.
and C|h is the channel capacity, provided that h is known.
Furthermore, correspondingto the channel capacity C|h of (2),
the maximum achievable transmission rate of reliable com-
munication supported by the Discrete-input Continuous-output
Memoryless Channel (DCMC) was shown in [27] as:
CDCMC
(η) = η −
1
L
L  
l=1
E
 
log2
L  
z=1
exp(ψl,z)
   
 
 
Xl
 
, (3)
where L =2 η is the number of modulation levels, while η is
the number of modulated bits, and E [A|Xl] is the expectation
of A conditioned on the L-ary signals Xl, whereas ψl,z is
a function of the transmitted signal and channel as deﬁned
in [27]. For the system relying on a single transmit and a
single receiver antenna, it is given by
ψl,z =
−
   h(xl − xz)+n
   2
+ |n|2
N0
, (4)
where h,x and n are the complex-valued fading coefﬁcient,
the transmitted signal and the AWGN, respectively. We deﬁne
the receiver’s SNR as SNRr = E[|h|2SNR]=|hs|2/N0
when E[|hf|2]=1 . At a given data rate R = ηRc,w h e r eRc is
the channel coding rate, we readily identify the corresponding
SNRr|R that is deﬁned as the SNR value associated with the
capacity CDCMC
(η) = R on the CDCMC
(η) -versus-SNR capacity
curve represented by (3). Then, the outage probability of the
DCMC model becomes equivalent to the probability of the
speciﬁc event that we have |hs|2SNR < SNRr|R:
P
DCMC
e (R,η) = Pr
 
|hs|
2 <
SNRr|R
SNR
 
. (5)
B. Outage Capacity
In the slow fading channel, the outage capacity C(ε) in-
troduced in [28] is deﬁned as the highest possible rate of
transmission R, while ensuring that the outage probability
Pe remains less than ε.W ed e ﬁ n eF(SNRr|R) as the
complementary cumulative distribution function of |h|2 =
|hs|2|hf|2 = |hs|2, which is given by
F(SNRr|R)=Pr
 
|hs|2 >
SNRr|R
SNR
 
. (6)
Note that F(SNRr|R) depends on the transmission rate R,
and the correspondingSNRr may then be calculated from (3).
Similar to the formula established for the CCMC case in [28],
it can be inferred from (5) that the SNRvalue associating with
the outage capacity of the DCMC channel may be formulated
as:
SNR(ε,η)=F−1(1 − ε). (7)
Hence the distribution function F(SNRr|R) can be used in
conjunction with Equation (7) to calculate the outage capacity
plotted in Fig. 1 corresponding to different outage probability
values ε, namely to ε =1 0 −1,10−2 and 10−3.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
The general architecture of our system shown in Fig. 2
can be structured into three coding layers, namely Chan-
nel Coding, Network Coding 1 (NC1) and Network Coding
2 (NC2). In our three-layer coding system, N frames of a
user’s information are processed in NC2, before feeding the
Q resultant encoded frames to NC1. In the NC1 layer, M
users cooperatively transmit Mk1 IFs to the same destination
node during a transmission session, where k1 is the number
of IFs transmitted by each of the M users during the trans-
mission session. Once the frames to be transmitted have been
constructed according to the processes performed at NC1 and
NC2, each of the frames is encoded by the channel coding
scheme, as shown in Fig. 2.4 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION
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Fig. 3. Model of NC1 exploiting M =2users where each user transmits
k1 =1IF and k2 =2PFs.
A. Network Coding 1, NC1
Our NC1 portrayed in Fig. 2 is capable of operating
in various regimes, which are determined by activating an
appropriately selected set of the following four modes:
• The Conventional (C) mode is used for the default
operation of NC1.
• The Full Diversity (FD) mode can be activated for
improving the system’s diversity gain.
• Two adaptive modes, namely modes A1 and A2, can be
chosen for improving the multiplexing gain of the system.
1) The conventional mode, C mode: In our example de-
picted in Fig. 3, each of the M =2users transmits k1 =1
IF during Mk1 =2broadcast phases (B1 and B2)a n d
k2 =2PFs during Mk2 =4cooperative phases (C1, C2,
C3 and C4), respectively. If we denote an IF transmitted
by User m as Im(t),t =[ m,M + m,...,(k1 − 1)M + m],
which takes place during the speciﬁc broadcast phase t,
t =[ m,M + m,...,(k1 − 1)M + m], the arrangement of the
BPs and CPs in Fig. 3 can be summarised as follows:
(B1U2):U1
I1(1)
− −−→
(=0)
U2,(B1B):U1
I1(1)
− −−→
(=0)
BS, (8)
(B2U1):U2
I2(2)
− −−→
(=0)
U1,(B2B):U2
I2(2)
− −−→
(=0)
BS, (9)
(C1U2):U1
1(1)=3I1(1)+2I2(2)
− −−−−−−−−−−−−− →
(=1)
U2, (10)
(C1B):U1
1(1)=3I1(1)+2I2(2)
− −−−−−−−−−−−−− →
(=1)
BS, (11)
(C2U1):U2
2(1)=5I1(1)+4I2(2)
− −−−−−−−−−−−−− →
(=1)
U1, (12)
(C2B):U2
2(1)=5I1(1)+4I2(2)
− −−−−−−−−−−−−− →
(=0)
BS, (13)
(C3U2):U1
1(2)=I1(1)+3I2(2)
− −−−−−−−−−−−−→
(=0)
U2, (14)
(C3B):U1
1(2)=I1(1)+3I2(2)
− −−−−−−−−−−−−→
(=1)
BS, (15)
(C4U1):U2
2(2)=7I1(1)+6I2(2)
− −−−−−−−−−−−−− →
(=0)
U1. (16)
(C4B):U2
2(2)=7I1(1)+6I2(2)
− −−−−−−−−−−−−− →
(=0)
BS. (17)
Note that BkU (or BkB) represents a user-to-User transmis-
sion (or a user-to-BS transmission) during the broadcast phase
Bk, while ClU (or ClB) indicates a user-to-User transmission
(or a user-to-BS transmission) during the cooperative phase
Cl. Additionally, the arrow ’−→’ represents the transmission
direction, while the variable  3i(j) seen in Fig. 3 represents
the jth PF of User i.
Applying our convention used in [25], if all the frames
transmitted in a session are successfully received at both the
M =2users and the BS, then the transmission session can
be described by the following transfer matrix [13]:
G2×6 =
 
10| 3517
01| 2436
 
. (18)
Note that the transfer matrix G2×6 is constructed from the
generator matrix of Reed Solomon (RS) code formed over the
Galois Field GF(8). Please refer to [13] for more speciﬁcs of
the transfer matrix. We then deﬁne G
 
2×6 as the corresponding
modiﬁed transfer matrix, where the terminology modiﬁed
implies that the entries of G
 
2×6 are modiﬁed with respect to
those of the original transfer matrix G2×6 of (18) according
to the success/failure of each transmission phase within an
actual transmission session. Note that the notation ‘(= 0)’( o r
‘(= 1)’) below the arrows of (8)-(17) indicates that the frame
was unsuccessfully (or successfully) recovered at the receiver.
According to the example of the transmission session given
by (8)-(17), the entries of G
 
2×6 can be calculated by applying
the general principles detailed in [25], in order to obtain the
modiﬁed matrix G
 
2×6 as:
G
 
2×6 =
 
00| 3010
00| 0000
 
. (19)
Let us now generalise the above-mentioned example. The
transfer matrix Gk1M×(k1M+k2M) (or G for shorthand), which
comprises the identity matrix Ik1M×k1M (or I for short-
hand) and the parity matrix Pk1M×k2M (or P for short-
hand), represents a transmission session of the system, where
all the frames transmitted during that session are success-
fully decoded. We also deﬁne the modiﬁed transfer matrix
G
 
k1M×(k1M+k2M) (or G
 
for shorthand)representing an actual
transmission session. Note that the corresponding identity ma-
trix I
 
of matrix G
 
represents the results of the transmissions
of the Mk1 IFs sent by the M users to the BS during the k1M
broadcast phases. By contrast, the corresponding parity matrix
P
 
of matrix G
 
illustrates the results of all the inter-user
transmissions during the k1M broadcast phases as well as the
transmission results of all PFs transmitted from the M users
to the BS during the k2M cooperative phases. For the sake of
brevity, please refer to [25] for the generalised formulation of
the matrices G and G
 
as well as for the recovery procedures
of IFs at the BS relying on G
 
.
Accordingly, the NC1 information rate Rinfo is expressed
as [12], [13]
Rinfo =
k1
k1 + k2
. (20)
2) The Full-Diversity mode, FD mode: It is worth noting
that the transmissions in (C1U2) of (10) (C2U1) of (12),
(C3U2) of (14) and (C4U1) of (16) are not employed in the
C mode. If a network coding decoder is invoked by each of
the M users, the cooperative transmissions, namely (C1U2)
of (10) (C2U1) of (12), (C3U2) of (14) and (C4U1) of (16),
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can be exploited for recovering the erroneous frames that were
corrupted by the outage of the inter-user channels during BPs
as follows.
• Cooperative Phase 1,w h e n(C1U2) is exploited. Ac-
cordingly, the entries of the modiﬁed matrix G
 
U2,2×6,C1
generated for transmissions from U1 to U2 at the end of
phase (C1U2) can be calculated by applying the general
algorithm detailed in [25], in order to obtain G
 
U2,2×6,C1
as:
G
 
U2,2×6,C1 =
 
00| 3000
01| 0000
 
. (21)
By relying on G
 
U2,2×6,C1,U 2 can now recover I1(1) that
could not be recovered owing to the outage occurring on
(B1U). Note that after decoding all the frames received
by the end of (C1U2),U 2 has already acquired the
comprehensive knowledge of all the IFs, namely of I1(1)
and I2(2). Hence, no further detection is needed at U2.
The above-mentioned comprehensive knowledge is then
used for constructing the subsequent PFs transmitted by
U2 during the subsequent CPs, namely during (C2U1)
and (C4U1).
Let us denote the knowledge of U2 about all IFs trans-
mitted within the transmission session considered by
Υ2(ΓIF),w h e r eΓIF = {I1(1),I 2(2)} represents all
the IFs transmitted within the transmission session. As
a result, U2 acquired a comprehensive knowledge of all
two IFs as:
Υ2(ΓIF)={I1(1),I 2(2)}. (22)
If (C1U2) were not exploited at U2, the corresponding
modiﬁed matrix G
 
U2,2×6 generated for transmissions to
U2 would be represented by:
G
 
U2,2×6 =
 
00| 0000
01| 0000
 
. (23)
Relying on the modiﬁed matrix G
 
U2,2×6,U 2 would only
be capable of recovering its own IF I2(2). This would
lead to the partial knowledge of U2 as:
Υ2(ΓIF)={I2(2)} . (24)
It can be readily inferred from (22) and (24) that the
exploiting network decoder at each user can assist in im-
proving the inter-user transmissions degraded by outages
encountered during the BPs.
• Cooperative phase 2,w h e n(C2U1) is taken into consid-
eration. Similar to the above-presented process associat-
ing with (C1U2) of (10), the modiﬁed matrix G
 
U1,2×6,C2
invoked for all transmissions from U2 to U1 by the end
of (C2U1) in (12) is formulated as:
G
 
U1,2×6,C2 =
 
10| 3000
00| 0400
 
. (25)
After applying the detection process for G
 
U1,2×6,C2,t h e
comprehensive knowledge Υ1(ΓIF) of all the IFs is
perfectly acquired by U1 as:
Υ1(ΓIF)={I1(1),I 2(2)} . (26)
With the result of the network-decoding process at both U1
and U2 in mind, we can now formulate the modiﬁed matrix
G
 
2×6,FD for the ensuing transmissions to the BS as:
G
 
2×6,FD =
 
00| 3010
00| 0030
 
. (27)
As seen from the modiﬁed matrix G
 
2×6,FD of (27), the BS
is now in a position to recover all two IFs, namely I1(1) and
I2(2), (as opposed to only I1(1) in the C mode example, as
represented by the modiﬁed matrix G
 
2×6 given by (19)).
Let us now generalise the processes at each user operating
in FDmode by ﬁrstly denoting Υl(ΓIF) as the knowledge of
User l about all IFs transmitted within a certain transmission
session, where ΓIF = {I1(1),I 2(2),...,IM(k1M)} represents
the set of all the IFs in the transmission session, while Γl(b)
denotes the IF transmitted by User l during the bth BP.
Accordingly, the processes occurring at User l during Mk2
CPs of a transmission session are represented by an algorithm
having Mk2 iterations, each of which is accomplished by
conducting the following four sequences;
Sequence 1: Construct a modiﬁed transfer matrix G
 
for
all transmissions to User l in the system. The guidance for
formulating the modiﬁed transfer matrix G
 
can be found in
[25].
Sequence 2: Apply the principle of the frame recovery
described in [25], in order to recover all detectable IFs of
the (M − 1)k1 IFs;
Sequence 3: Update the knowledge Υl(ΓIF) of User l
about all the (M − 1)k1 IFs;
Sequence 4: Build a subsequent PF required to transmit
in subsequently assigned CP by using the current knowledge
Υl(ΓIF) of User l.
3) The Adaptive modes, A1 mode and A2 mode: The
multiplexing gain of NC1 can be increased by reducing the
number of transmitted PFs. In line with [23], we assume that
the BS is capable of sending back to the users a modest
amount of information containing feedback ﬂags. Then, the
reduced number of PFs can be calculated by making use of the
successful/unsuccessful IF feedback ﬂags sent from the BS.
More speciﬁcally, let us denote the number of PFs transmitted
by User j in a transmission session by k2,j. It was suggested
in [23] that in order to increase the achievable multiplexing
gain, the value of k2,j has to be adaptively adjusted for each
transmission session according to two potential approaches.
In the ﬁrst adaptive (A1) mode, the diversity gain remains
unaltered, while the value of k2,j is adaptively adjusted as
k2,j =
 
0:If Δ=1
k2 : Otherwise , (28)
where the feedback ﬂag Δ is an acknowledgement bit sent by
the BS to indicate the successful/unsuccessful reception of all
the Mk1 IFs transmitted by all the M users during their BPs.
The value of Δ obeys the following rule:
Δ=
 
1:If Mk1 IFs successfully decoded
0:Otherwise . (29)
In the second adaptive (A2) mode, the minimum diversity
order of DNCMN =( M +k2) is guaranteed, while the value6 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION
of k2,j is adaptively adjusted as
k2,j =
⎧
⎨
⎩
0:If
 M
j=1 Λj =1
1:Else if Λj =1
k2 : Otherwise
, (30)
where the feedback ﬂag Λj is an acknowledgement bit sent
by the BS to indicate the successful/unsuccessful reception of
all the k1 IFs transmitted by User j during his/her BPs. The
value of Λj can be speciﬁed as:
Λj =
 
1:If k1 IFs successfully decoded
0:Otherwise . (31)
B. Near-capacity Channel Coding
In the channel coding layer as shown in Fig. 2, we assume
that all the links in the system are supported by channels
having the same information rate R. In order to achieve an
inﬁnitesimally low BER, turbo detection may be employed at
both the User’s unit and the BS. Therefore, a recursive URC
[17] having an inﬁnite impulse response may be employed as
an intermediate code, as seen in the channel coding section
of Fig. 2. If the User’s unit and the BS can afford the decoding
complexity imposed by a near-capacity IrCC scheme, then a
near-capacity performance may be achieved by employing the
three-stage coding arrangement IrCC-URC-MPSK. In order to
exploit the beneﬁts of the turbo principle, an interleaver (π)
is employed for efﬁciently spreading the extrinsic informa-
tion in support of the inner iterations occurring between the
intrinsically amalgamated URC-MPSK decoder and the IrCC
decoder. In contrast to the IrCC-URC-MPSK scheme of [1]
employing a 17-component IrCC code, a more powerful IrCC
having 36 component codes is used in our system. As a beneﬁt
of having the 36-component-IrCC code, the 36-component-
IrCC outer code is capable of achieving an improved matching
to the EXIT curve of the intrinsically amalgamated inner
URC-MPSK coding arrangement. Hence, our channel coding
scheme, namely the IrCC-URC-MPSK scheme, is capable of
approaching more closely to the DCMC capacity than the 17-
component scheme.
C. Network Coding 2, NC2
In order to enhance the reliability of our system, NC2 may
be activated for forming the three-layer coding architecture
depicted in Fig. 2. In the NC2 layer, a random network
code [24] is applied across the N IFs, namely across I1,...IN,
in order to generate the Q network-codedframes of Z1,...,ZQ,
where Q ≥ N. As a result, a linear combination of the N IFs
having a length of LF bits each forms a network-coded frame
Zj, Zj =
 N
i=1 αijIi, where scalars αij (i ∈ [i,...,N] and
j ∈ [1,...,Q]) may be chosen randomly and uniformly from
a GF(2q).I ft h eGF(2q) is sufﬁciently large, the expected
number of successfully received frames required by the BS
for successfully decoding the N IFs is approximately N [24],
[29]. Thereafter, we assume that the reception of N network-
coded frames at the BS is sufﬁcient for the BS to recover N
corresponding IFs. Accordingly, we deﬁne the conventional
information rate of NC2 as:
Rinfo2 =
N
Q
. (32)
Once NC2 is activated in our system, the reception of N
coded frames at the BS is sufﬁcient for it to recover N IFs.
Hence, an outage is declared, when the number of frames
received at the BS is less than N, and this outage occurs with
the probability of:
P NC2
o =
N−1  
i=0
 
Q
i
 
(1 − Po)iP Q−i
o , (33)
where Po is the outage probability of the system when NC2
is not in operation.
D. System’s Parameters
Our system can be characterised by using the set of main pa-
rameters: (R, M, k1,k 2, G,N ,Q ,D NCMN). Accordingly,
the system’s overall information rate RNCMN is calculated
by:
RNCMN = Rinfo2RinfoR =
k1RN
(k1 + k2)Q
. (34)
It should be noted that the value of Rinfo is duly changed
when different modes are activated. We then deﬁne Eb/N0 as
the energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio, which
can be computed as:
Eb/N0 =
SNR
RNCMN
= SNR
(k1 + k2)Q
k1RN
. (35)
According to [9]–[13], the diversity order DNCMN of the
system without NC2 is bounded by
M + k2 ≤ DNCMN ≤ Mk2 +1 . (36)
The authors of [9]–[13] inferred the diversity order of
DNCMN given in (36) based on the following formula:
DNCMN = lim
SNR→∞
−log2 Po
log2 SNR
, (37)
where the order of Pe for the best-and worst-case Po value
was estimated and used instead of Po itself, whereas Pe is the
outage probability of a single link in the system. Furthermore,
by exploiting the most inﬂuential terms of the upper- and
lower-bounds instead of Po itself in (37), it may be seen
that the upper- and lower-bounds derived in Section IV are
in harmony with the estimated diversity order given by (36).
In order to facilitate the illustration of the system design in
the following sections, the key parameters of the system are
brieﬂy summarised in Table I.
IV. BOUNDS OF THE SYSTEM’S OUTAGE PROBABILITY
In this section, we will derive the bounds of the system’s
outage probability in different modes described in Section III,
in order to estimate the approximate performance of the
NCMN system without performing time-consuming Monte-
Carlo simulations.NGUYEN et al.: IRREGULAR CONVOLUTION AND UNITY-RATE CODED NETWORK-CODING FOR COOPERATIVE MULTI-USER COMMUNICATIONS 7
TABLE I
THE MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM.
Parameters Description
R [BPS] Information rate in Bit Per Symbol (BPS)
for all the links in the system
Rc The code rate of IrCC encoder
J [iteration] The number of iterations
L [bit] The frame length at the channel code layer
M [user] The number of users
k1 [frame] The number of IF transmitted by each user
k2 [frame] The number of PF transmitted by each user
G Original transfer matrix
Rinfo[BPS] The information rate of NC1
N[frame] The number of uncoded frames
Q[frame] The number of coded frames
Rinfo2[BPS] The information rate of NC2
RNCMN[BPS] The system’s overall information rate
DNCMN Diversity order of the NC1-based system
A. Conventional Mode: C
Let Um,t be the set of user indices corresponding to the
speciﬁc users that succeeded in correctly recovering an IF
Im(t) transmitted by User m during TS t. Note that User m
itself is always included in this set. Let us denote the number
of members in the user set Um,t by ||Um,t||.F u r t h e r m o r e ,
let the complement set of Um,t be U∗
m,t.W ea l w a y sh a v e
||U∗
m,t|| = M −||Um,t||, 1 ≤| | Um,t|| ≤ M. Then, according
to [9]–[12], there exist at least (k1||Um,t||+k2||Um,t||) frames,
which contain the IFs transmitted by all the users in the set
Um,t. Then, the strict upper bound P C,Upper
o of the system’s
outage probability P C
o m a yb ec a l c u l a t e db y[ 2 5 ] :
P C,Upper
o =
  k1+k2−1
k2
 
−
 E+F
F
  
P M+k2
e (1 − Pe)
1 − Pe − E
F+1Pe
+
 E+F
F
 
P M+k2
e (1 − Pe)
1 − Pe − E
F+1Pe
1 − RM
o
1 − Ro
, (38)
w h e r ew eh a v eE =( Mk1 − 1), F = Mk2 and R0 =( 1−
Pe)P k2−1
e , provided that Pe is the outage probability of the
single link as deﬁned in [30]. Note that
 n
k
 
is the binomial
coefﬁcients.
According to [25], the strict lower bound P C,Lower
o can be
calculated by:
P C,Lower
o =
 E+F
F
 
P F+1
e
  
Pe
E+F
 E+1
− (1 − Pe)
E+1
 
(1 − Pe)
1−M
 
Pe
E+F + Pe − 1
  .
(39)
B. Full Diversity: FD
It should be noted that as a beneﬁt of network coding used
by each user unit, the outage of inter-channel transmissions
encountered during the BPs is compensated, as illustrated by
the numerical example of Section III. As a result, we may
argue that the equivalent number ||UFD
m,t|| of users that can
correctly recover the IF Im(t) is higher than or equal to the
actual number of users ||Um,t||. Thus, we have:
||UFD
m,t|| ≥ ||Um,t||, ||U
∗,FD
m,t || = M −| | UFD
m,t||, (40)
where ||U
∗,FD
m,t || is the complement set of ||UFD
m,t||.
Bearing (40) in mind, we may also follow the procedure of
[25], in order to characterise the system’s performance bounds
as:
P FD,Lower
o       
=P
C,Lower
o
<P FD
o <P FD,Upper
o       
=P
C,Upper
o
, (41)
w h e r ew ed e ﬁ n eP FD,Upper
o = P C,Upper
o as the strict up-
per bound of the system’s outage probability P FD
o , while
P FD,Lower
o = P C,Lower
o is deﬁned as the strict lower bound,
while P C,Upper
o and P C,Lower
o are given in (38) and (39),
respectively. It should be noted that the outage probability
corresponding to the maximum (minimum) diversity order
of (37) is employed for deriving the upper (lower) bound
associated with the C mode and FD mode.
C. Adaptive Mode 1: A1
In can be readily inferred from (28) and (29) that none of the
PFs are transmitted, when the BS already recovered all the IFs,
while the same k2 PFs are transmitted otherwise. As a result,
the diversity gain of the system remains unchanged. Hence,
the system’s performance is only affected by the multiplexing
gain deﬁned as Ω1, which can be calculated by:
Ω1 =
Rinfo,A1
Rinfo
. (42)
According to [23], the average network-coding rate Rinfo,A1
can be expressed as:
Rinfo,A1 =
k1
k1 + k2
 
1 − (1 − Pe)
Mk1
  . (43)
B e a r i n gi nm i n dRinfo = k1/(k1 + k2) given by (20), we
arrive at:
Ω1 =
Rinfo,A1
Rinfo
=
k1 + k2
k1 + k2
 
1 − (1 − Pe)
Mk1
  . (44)
Then, the upper bound P A1,Upper
o and the lower bound
P A1,Lower
o of the system’s performance P A1
o can be computed
as:
Ω1P C,Lower
o       
=P
A1,Lower
o
<Ω 1P C
o       
=P
A1
o
<Ω 1P C,Upper
o       
=P
A1,Upper
o
, (45)
where P C,Upper
o and P C,Lower
o are given in (38) and (39),
respectively.
D. Adaptive Mode 2: A2
In contrast to the A1 mode, it is suggested by (30) and (31)
that upon introducing 0,1 or k2 PFs, an increased multiplexing
gain can be achieved at the cost of a decreased diversity gain.
Let us additionally deﬁne Dm,t =
{dm,t,d m,t ∈ [1,...,||Um,t|| − 1]} as a set of user indices
belonging to Um,t except for User m, provided that all the8 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION
IFs transmitted by all users of Dm,t have been successfully
recovered by the BS by the end of BPs. Bearing (30) and
(31) in mind, there are at least Γ frames containing the IF
transmitted by all the users of Um,t, where the value of Γ is
speciﬁed by:
Γ = ||Um,t||(k1 + k2)+( 1− k2)||Dm,t|| . (46)
Accordingly, the outage probability for the information frame
Im(t) may be calculated as:
P A2
m (U∗
m,t)=
O  
i=0
 O+S−||Dm,t||k2+||Dm,t||
S−||Dm,t||k2+||Dm,t||+i
 
P
−||Um,t||−i−1
e (1 − Pe)
i−Q, (47)
where we deﬁne O = ||Um,t||k1 − 1 and S = ||Um,t||k2.
Having ||Um,t|| − ||Dm,t|| ≥ 1 [23] would lead to an
approximation of Γ, which would approximate P A2
m (U∗
m,t)
given by (47) as:
P A2
m (U∗
m,t) ≥
=P
A2,S
m (U
∗
m,t)
      
O  
i=0
 O+S
S+i
 
P O+i+2
e
(1 − Pe)
i+1−S , (48)
P A2
m (U∗
m,t) ≤
O  
i=0
P
k2+||Um,t||+i
e
(1−Pe)O−i
  O+k2+||Um,t||−1
k2+||Um,t||−1+i
  −1
      
=P
A2,G
m (U∗
m,t)
. (49)
However, there might be more than Γ frames [9], [10], [12],
[13], which contain the IFs transmitted by all users of Um,t.
If the availability of those extra frames is taken into account,
we will have
P
A2,Ac
m (U
∗
m,t) ≤ P
A2
m (U
∗
m,t) , (50)
where P A2,Ac
m (U∗
m,t) is the actual probability of the outage
for the information frame Im(t).N o t a b l y ,P A2,Ac
m (U∗
m,t) is
the outage probability for a given U∗
m,t. The system’s outage
probability P A2
o for all possible U∗
m,t can be calculated by
P A2 =
M−1  
||U∗
m,t||=0
P
||U
∗
m,t||
e P A2,Ac
m (U∗
m,t)
(1 − Pe)||U∗
m,t||−M+1 . (51)
By focusing our attention on the region corresponding to a
low Pe or small ||U∗
m,t||, (48) can be further approximated as
P A2 >P A2
o |||U∗
m,t||=0
      
=(1−Pe)M−1P
A2,S
m (U∗
m,t)|||U∗
m,t||=0
, (52)
when we take into account that P A2,Ac
m (U∗
m,t)|||U∗
m,t||=0 =
P A2,S
m (U∗
m,t)|||U∗
m,t||=0. Additionally, upon substituting (49)
and (50) into (51), a further approximation can be derived
as:
P A2 ≤
M−1  
||U∗
m,t||=0
P
||U
∗
m,t||
e P A2,G
m (U∗
m,t)
(1 − Pe)||U∗
m,t||−M+1 . (53)
Then, following a number of further steps commencing from
(52) and (53), we arrive at:
P A2,L <PA2 <PA2,U, (54)
where P A2,L is given by:
P A2,L = P C,Lower
o , (55)
while P A2,U is calculated by:
P
A2,U =
P
K
e (1−Pe)
1−Pe− O
K Pe
  k1+k2−1
k2
 
−
 O−1+K
K−1
  −1
+
P
K
e (1−Pe)
1−Pe− O
K Pe
 
(Ro,A2)
M−1
Ro,A2−1
 
  O+K−1
K−1
  −1 , (56)
where we have Ro,A2 =1− Pe and K = k2 + M.
Notably, the system’s performance is also affected by the
multiplexing gain Ω2 deﬁned as:
Ω2 =
Rinfo,A2
Rinfo
. (57)
Since the average network-coding rate is Rinfo,A2 =
k1
k1+
k2
[1−(1−Pe)Mk1]
−1 −
(k2−1)(1−Pe)k1
[1−(1−Pe)(M−1)k1]
−1
[23], we arrive at the
multiplexing gain Ω2 as:
Ω2 =
k1 + k2
k1 + k2
[1−(1−Pe)Mk1]
−1 −
(k2−1)(1−Pe)k1
[1−(1−Pe)(M−1)k1]
−1
. (58)
Then, the bounds of the system’s performance reﬂecting both
the achievable diversity gain and multiplexing gain can be
represented by
Ω2P
A2,L
      
=P
A2,Lower
o
<Ω 2P
A2
      
=P
A2
o
<Ω 2P
A2,U
      
=P
A2,Upper
o
, (59)
where P A2
o is the system’s outage probability when A2 is acti-
vated, while P A2,Lower
o and P A2,Upper
o are the corresponding
lower and upper bounds of P A2
o , respectively.
V. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the design guidelines of our system are
discussed ﬁrst. Then, a powerful channel coding scheme is
designed for minimising the probability of errors imposed by
link-level transmissions, which is followed by the analysis of
both the attainable diversity gain and of the multiplexing gain
of our system.
A. System Design
As mentioned in [29], [31], the scalar of αij (i ∈ [i,...,N])
used in NC2 can be chosen from random coefﬁcients deﬁned
over GF(28), which is sufﬁciently large for providing the Q
virtually unlimited sets of αij, where the resultant Q sets of
αij form Q vectors that are linearly independent of each other.
According to [31], the coefﬁcients αij may be obtained by
obeying the constraints imposed by the speciﬁc structure of the
Vandermonde matrix. Then, the coefﬁcient matrix may be pre-
generated and be stored by the users as well as by the BS for
encoding and decoding. Accordingly, the users only transmit
the indices of the coefﬁcient sets employed for encoding the
IFs to be transmitted to the other users or the BS, as part of
the session setup information, before transmitting actual data.
As a result, no overhead pertaining to the random coefﬁcients
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order to simply demonstrate the beneﬁt of random network
coding in the context of our system, we consider Q =2 0 ,
N =1 8and the ﬁxed coding rate Rinfo2 = N/Q according
to (32).
By referring to the Rinfo expression of (20) and to the
DNCMN formula of (36), we may conceive different systems
having the same network coding rate Rinfo, but different
diversity orders of DNCMN by independently adjusting k1,
k2 and M. In other words, using (34) and (36), we are able
to design a network-coding based system having the highest
possible diversity order at a given overall normalised data rate
of RNCMN. A higher diversity order implies that the system
is capable of achieving an improved FER performance.
Based on the number of active users, a suitable transfer ma-
trix is constructed from an appropriately chosen generator ma-
trix of classic RS codes, which constitute maximum minimum
distance codes. The generator matrix of RS codes constructed
over the GF(q) is provided by the software application SAGE
[32]. Again, the parameters characterising the system may be
adjusted to meet diverse design criteria, such as the system’s
effective information rate, or its expected FER-performance
estimated on the basis of the system’s diversity order, etc.
In order to highlightthe generic design principles mentioned
above, let us now consider a design example, where two
speciﬁc systems, namely the G4×8-based system and G6×12-
based system, are taken into consideration. The matrix G4×8
and the matrix G6×12 were provided by [12], [13]:
G4×8 =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣
1000 | 3736
0100 | 5774
0010 | 2461
0001 | 5532
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦ , (60)
G6×12 =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢ ⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
100000 | 1 1246 1 4 1 2
010000 | 11 11 31 01 41 0
001000 | 242 1 059
000100 | 61 31 21 1 81 2
000010 | 41 21 2 2 6 6
000001 | 11 13 10 14 10 4
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥ ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, (61)
where matrix G4×8 and G6×12 are constructed over GF(8)
and GF(16), respectively. Accordingly, the chosen parameters
of the G4×8-based system and the G6×12-based system are
listed in Table II.
The G4×8-based system and the G6×12-based system are
comparable, since they share the same parameter values of
R =1 .0,M =2and Rinfo =0 .5. The systems employing
G4×8 and G6×12 have a diversity order of 4 ≤ D4×8 ≤ 5 and
5 ≤ D6×12 ≤ 7, respectively. It is expected that the system
possessing a higher diversity order exhibits a higher detection
reliability, but may impose a higher detection complexity at
the BS.
B. Near-Capacity Channel Code Design
As stated in Section I, a near-capacity IrCC-URC-MPSK
channel coding scheme is chosen for the sake of approach-
ing the achievable channel capacity. By apply the two-step
principle that was used for 17-component IrCC codes in [1],
the near-capacity IrCC-URC-MPSK channel coding scheme
employing 36-component IrCC codes is designed. As a result,
we obtain the EXIT curves in Fig. 4, where the corresponding
TABLE II
THE MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE NCMN SYSTEMS BASED ON THE G4×8
AND THE G6×12.
Parameters G4×8 system G6×12 system
R[BPS] 1.0(QPSK) 1.0(QPSK)
Rc 0.5 0.5
J [iteration] 35 35
L [bit] 104,105,106 104,105,106
M [user] 2 2
k1 [frame] 2 3
k2 [frame] 2 3
G G4×8 G6×12
Rinfo [BPS] 0.5 0.5
RNCMN [BPS] 0.5(QPSK) 0.5(QPSK)
DNCMN 4 ≤ D4×8 ≤ 5 5 ≤ D6×12 ≤ 7
N 18 18
Q 20 20
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0, 0, 0.032, 0.091, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.040]
URC-QPSK,SNRr=2.3dB . 36-component-IrCC
Trajectory
Fig. 4. The EXIT curves of the inner decoder URC-QPSK and the 36-
component-IrCC outer decoder for a single transmission link along with the
Monte-Carlo simulation based decoding trajectory.
IrCC component-code weighting coefﬁcients αi, i =1 ,...,36
and the number of iterations of say J =3 5are shown.
The Monte-Carlo simulation based FER and BER perfor-
mance seen in Fig. 5 agrees with the prediction of our EXIT
chart analysis. When employing J =3 5iterations between the
IrCC and URC components, our IrCC-URC-QPSK channel
coding scheme has a vanishingly low BER for SNRsi n
excess of 2.3 dB, provided that the transmission frame length
L is sufﬁciently high, such as L =1 0 5 symbols. We hence
opt for using the frame length of L =1 0 5 symbols for all
corresponding results from now on. Moreover, as seen in
Fig. 5, the distance of γ =0 .5 dB from the DCMC capacity
demonstrated that our 36-component-IrCC based coding ar-
rangement outperforms the corresponding coding arrangement
employing a 17-component IrCC code, which operates at
a distance of γ =1 .0 dB from the corresponding DCMC
capacity, as presented in [1].
For transmission over an uncorrelatedRayleigh fading chan-
nel, the transmitter can send data at the rate of R<C |h, while10 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION
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Fig. 5. Performance of the proposed IrCC-URC-QPSK scheme in an
independently-fading Rayleigh channel.
maintaining an arbitrarily low error probability. However, this
excellent performance cannot be maintained for quasi-static
fading channels [28], where the channel coefﬁcient is constant
over the duration of a frame and varies independently from
one frame to another. This ﬂat Rayleigh fading channel will
be referred to as a quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel for the
sake of brevity. Accordingly, the performance of the proposed
IrCC-URC-QPSK scheme recorded for transmission over the
quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel is presented in Fig. 8
a n dF i g .9.N o t et h a ti nF i g .8a n d F i g .9 ,t h eF E R
performance corresponding to the equivalent outage capacity
of both the IrCC-URC-QPSK arrangements is evaluated by
calculating the outage capacity corresponding to a given range
of outage probability, namely to ε =[ 1 0 −1,10−4]. It can
also be seen in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 that the performance of
the IrCC-URC-QPSK scheme communicating over the quasi-
static Rayleigh fading channel and recorded for the frame
length of L =1 0 5 symbols is within about 0.4 dB apart from
those of the corresponding outage capacity.
C. Multiplexing and Diversity Enhancement in NC1
In the conventional scheme of [12], [13] as detailed in
Section III-A1, the inter-user communications only take place
during the BPs. By contrast, as illustrated by a speciﬁc
example in Section III-A2 for the FD mode, a user may
exploit the beneﬁts of network coding and of the broadcast
nature of wireless communications during both the BPs and
CPs. Explicitly, the PFs transmitted during the CPs can be
additionally detected by the other users, in order to improve
the inter-user communications. The improved inter-user trans-
missions amongst the M users would result in an improved
diversity gain for the system. More speciﬁcally, due to the
broadcast nature of wireless communications, all users in the
system are capable of listening to the PFs destined to the BS.
Naturally, each of the M users has to be equipped with a
network coding decoder for decoding the PFs with the aid
of its own IFs and by additionally using the IFs successfully
received from the other users during the BPs. As a beneﬁt of
the additional decoding process, each user becomes capable
of compensating for not knowing the IFs transmitted from the
other (M − 1) users, which is caused by outage of inter-user
channels during the BPs.
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Fig. 6. Network coding rate when the adaptive mechanism is applied in the
system.
Having a full knowledge of the IFs of all the other users
is the best scenario created by the FD mode. This best
scenario is equivalent to the case, where all of the inter-user
transmissions carried out during the BPs are successful. If
this condition holds, our system always achieves its maximum
diversity order given in [26] as:
DMax
NCMN = Mk2 +1 . (62)
Hence, the system’s performance associated with the ide-
alised simplifying assumption of having perfect inter-user
channels, where the inter-user channels are error free, sets
a limit for the maximum attainable diversity gain of the near-
full-diversity process.
In NC1, the adaptive network code rate Rinfo,A (either
Rinfo,A1 or Rinfo,A2) may be calculated by
Rinfo,A =
E[Number of IFs/session]
E[Number of frames/session]
,
=
Mk1
Mk1 + E[ΣM
j=1k2,j]
. (63)
The value of the adaptive network coding rate Rinfo,A given
in (63) increases when the SNR increases as seen in Fig. 6.
It can be also seen in Fig. 6 that the A2 mode can provide
the improved network coding rate Rinfor,A2 in comparison
to the Rinfor,A1 of the A1 mode. Furthermore, we can infer
from (63) that the maximum value of the adaptive network
coding rate can be calculated by:
Max{Rinfo,A} = Max
 
Mk1
Mk1 + E[ΣM
j=1k2,j]
 
,
=1 , (64)
provided that the value of E[ΣM
j=1k2,j] approaches
E[ΣM
j=1k2,j]=0 . The condition of E[ΣM
j=1k2,j]=0would
be satisﬁed, when PFs are no longer required to be transmitted
to the BS, provided that a sufﬁciently high SNR value is
experienced by our system.
It can be readily inferred from (44), (58) and (64) that
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obtained by employing the adaptive feedback-ﬂag based mech-
anism may be formulated as
  = Max
 
10log
 
Rinfo,A
Rinfo
  
[dB],
=1 0 l o g
 
k1 + k2
k1
 
[dB]. (65)
As a result, the maximum value is Ωmax
1,2 =3dB in our
conﬁgurations, where we have either k1 = k2 =2or
k1 = k2 =3.
Furthermore, as analysed in Section IV-C and Section IV-D,
the attainable diversity gain may be characterised by the
FER-versus-SNR performance of the system, when the
adaptive mode is employed. More speciﬁcally, if either the
A1 or the A2 mode is activated in our system, the attainable
FER-performance of the system associated with a given SNR
value directly reﬂects the effects of decreasing the number of
PFs, as described in (28)-(31). Therefore, let us deﬁne the
diversity gain Φ1 and Φ2 achieved in our system by applying
the A1 and A2 mode, respectively:
Φ1 =
SNRC
SNRA1
and Φ2 =
SNRC
SNRA2
, (66)
where SNRC, SNRA1 and SNRA1 denotes the SNR value
required by the system using the C mode, A1 mode and A2
mode, respectively. It is worth noting that the SNRC, SNRA1
and SNRA2 corresponding to a speciﬁc FERcan be obtained
with the aid of simulation results.
In the system supported by the A1 mode, none of the PFs
are transmitted, when the BS already recovered all the IFs,
as detailed in (28) and (29). As a result, the FER-versus-
SNR performance of the system remains unchanged at a
given SNR value, when the A1 mode is applied. Hence, the
diversity gain Φ1 corresponding to the system exploiting the
A1 mode is Φ1 =0 , as seen in Fig 7. Let us deﬁne the total-
gain Σ1 as the sum of the diversity gain and multiplexing
gain in the case of employing the A1 mode, which can be
formulated as:
Σ1 = Ω1 + Φ1, (67)
where Ω1 and Φ1 are deﬁned in (44) and (66), respectively.
As a result of having a diversity gain of Φ1 =0for the A1
mode, the total-gain Σ1 is equal to the multiplexing gain Ω1,
as also seen in Fig 7.
By contrast, introducing 0, 1 or k2 PFs in the CPs of the
A2 mode detailed in (30) and (31) provides the improved
multiplexing gain Ω2 seen in Fig. 7, which is also reﬂected by
the network coding rate Rinfo,A2 plotted in Fig. 6. As seen in
Fig. 7, although the system supported by the A2 mode has the
higher multiplexing gain Ω2, the overwhelming degradation4
of the related diversity gain Φ2 results in an inferior total gain
of Σ2, which is deﬁned as:
Σ2 = Ω2 + Φ2, (68)
where Ω2 and Φ2 are deﬁned in (58) and (66), respectively.
Hence, it is expected that the system employing the A1
4The degradation in multiplexing gain Φ2 is caused by introducing 0, 1 or
k2 PFs in the A2 mode, rather than employing 0 or k2 PFs in the A1 mode
as detailed in (28)-(31).
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mode outperforms the system invoking the A2 mode in our
investigations.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The FER-performance curves seen in Fig. 8 substantiate
that the system’s actual FER performance curves are always
between their upper bound and lower bound. This suggested
that the performance of NCMN systems can be characterised
by the upper and lower bounds, rather than by extremely time-
consuming simulations. The convenience of using the bounds
becomes particularly remarkable, when a large transfer matrix
is employed. It is shown in Fig. 9 that the difference in the
diversity order of the G4×8 and G6×12 based systems speciﬁed
in Section V-A is demonstrated by the different slopes of the
performance curves.
Another important result gleaned from Fig. 9 and Fig. 10
is that the performance of the NCMN systems using the
idealised/perfect DCMC channel coding schemes represents
the best-case performance bound of all NCMN systems using
realistic channel coding schemes, provided that those schemes
employ the same modulation scheme as well as have the same
equivalent data rate R. In addition, as seen in Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10, the performance of G4×8 and G6×12-based systems
using our IrCC-URC-QPSK FEC scheme was merely within
0.5 dB from that of the corresponding systems relying on
the assumption of using an idealised/perfect DCMC-QPSK
capacity-achieving FEC channel coding scheme.12 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION
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As regards to the achievable diversity enhancement, the
FER-performance curves of Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 substantiate our
analysis provided both in Section III-A2 and in Section V-C,
demonstrating that the FER-performance of system employing
the FD mode is bounded by that of the idealised system
relying on the simplifying assumption of error-free inter-user
channels. The discrepancy is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 to be
within 0.1 dB at an FER of 10−4.
As regards to the achievable multiplexing gain analysed
in Section V-C, it is seen in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 that the
adaptive modes are capable of providing a signiﬁcant Eb/N0-
performance improvement in comparison to that of the sys-
tem operating in the C mode. For instance, an Eb/N0-
performance improvement of 2.3 dB and 1.6 dB is recorded at
an FER=1 0 −5, when applying the A1 mode and A2 mode
of the G4×8-based system, respectively. The attainable Eb/N0-
improvement increases upon increasing the Eb/N0 value and
reaches its maximum of   =1 0 log(k1+k2
k1 )=3dB, when the
Eb/N0 value becomes sufﬁciently high, as suggested by our
analysis in Section V-C.
As analysed in Section V-C, although the less complex A1
mode exhibits a lower multiplexing gain, it is capable of as-
sisting the system in achieving a better FER performance than
the system employing the A2 mode, as seen in Fig. 9. This is
because the superior multiplexing gain of the A2 mode fails to
compensate for the diversity-gain loss caused by transmitting
less PFs. This result is in line with the conclusions presented
in [23]. Furthermore, the superior performance supported by
the A1 mode remains undiminished, when the system activates
simultaneously the adaptive mode (A1 or A2), the FD mode
and the additional network code NC2, as seen in Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10.
As expected, upon combining our adaptive modes, namely
A1 and A2 with the FD mode, the system’s performance can
be increased further, as evidenced by Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.
Moreover, the system’s performance is in fact signiﬁcantly
improved by employing the NC2. More speciﬁcally, as shown
in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, a signiﬁcant FER versus Eb/N0-
performance improvement of about 30.0 dB (34 dB) can be
achieved at an FER of 10−4 by activating the most appropriate
modes of our two-layer (three-layer) coding scheme.
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Fig. 10. FER performance of the G4×8 and G6×12 based system employing
the IrCC-URC-QPSK scheme, when NC2 is activated.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution, we conceived novel Near-capacity
Cooperative Network-coding aided Multi-user (NCMN) sys-
tems capable of operating in multi-modes relying on our 36-
component IrCC-URC-MPSK scheme. The achievable perfor-
mance was benchmarked against that of the corresponding
systems employing the idealised/perfect capacity-achieving
FEC schemes assumed to be operating exactly at the DCMC
capacity. EXIT charts were used to assist the design of NCMN
systems. We also derived the performance bounds of the
NCMN scheme for designing our network coding system and
for estimating the system’s performance. The performance
of our proposed schemes was within 0.3-0.5 dB from that
of the corresponding systems relying on the assumption of
using an idealised/perfect DCMC-MPSK capacity-achieving
FEC scheme. The joint treatment of channel and network
coding leads to the adaptive modes, which is capable of
providing a maximum multiplexing gain of   =1 0 log(k1+k2
k1 )
dB, i.e   =3dB in the conﬁgurations considered. As an
alternative method, applying the full-diversity mode in our
system allows the system to operate as close as 0.1 dB
from the ideal/perfect inter-channel regime, when compared
at an FERof 10−4. As expected, by combining the adaptive
mode and full-diversity mode in order to achieve both a
multiplexing and diversity gain, our system’s performance
was further improved in comparison to that of the system
employing the individual modes, namely either the adaptive or
the full-diversity mode. Our proposed triple-layer architecture
appears to provide even further performance improvements.
For example, an improvement of as much as 34 dB was
recorded at an FER=1 0 −4, provided that always the most
suitable regime was activated by our illustrative triple-layer
coding arrangement.
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